
Fashion design summer camp
Let creative children be creative this summer! What are your children
doing this summer? Instead of letting them waste their summer
holidays fiddling with phones and tablets, why not let them discover
the creative world of fashion design? Would you rather see bored
children bickering or joining our Fun Fashion Week in Amsterdam? The
choice is yours. This exceptional 1 week Fashion Design Summer Course
is aimed at letting children between 9 -13, discover and express their
own creativity and learn about the world of fashion.

WHERE

Amsterdam Fashion Academy

Oosteinde 1

1017 WT Amsterdam

COST

Tuition fee: € 475,-

SUMMER
CAMP

Find out more at amsterdamfashionacademy.com
Facebook / Instagram: @amsterdamfashionacademy / Twitter: @AmsFashion

Call us for a personal appointment + 31 20 4896692

Or email us info@amsterdamfashionacademy.com

WHEN

July 9 to July 13

10:00 am to 3:00 pm
or July 16 to July 20

WHO
English speaking children
between 9 and 13 years old,
with a maximum of 12 children. 

Course taught in English



Course Outline
The course is being held in our elegant boutique fashion school in the heart of
Amsterdam. This international course, like all our courses, involves small classes
(maximum 12 children), a high degree of personal attention in a safe and friendly
environment with the highest quality of tuition. The course involves many different
fashion related activities tailored for kids. They will have the opportunity to work
with mood boards, trend boards, illustration and textile manipulation. Simple
manual activities to let them express their creativity and become acquainted
with the basics of the fashion cycle.

Course activities:
•Moodboard creation: inspiration research, drawing,
•Textile: collage with fabric on finished croquis. 
•Printing and weaving: print development on paper and creative weaving.
•Garments creation: upcycling process with skirt or pants and creation of tshirt.
•Presentation and fashion show: networkig simulation, photoshooting, fashion
show with partents.

SUMMER
CAMP

Who should attend?
English speaking children between 9 and 13 years old, with a maximum of
12 children, with interest in fashion and design. They love to work with their
hands and express their ideas through images and clothes.

About us
Amsterdam Fashion Academy has consciously chosen to be a hub of small-scale,
personal, student-centred learning in a supportive environment ensuring that we
can foster the individual needs and talents of each student and ensure that they
each get the support and assistance they require to develop their talents to the
full. A cultural and social hub where everyone knows, helps and inspires one another.


